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Abstract
IP SANs (storage area networks) have become increasingly common in today's storage
industry. Internet SCSI (iSCSI) [21] is a block level protocol defined by the IP Storage work

group of IETF (in RFC3720). iSCSI encapsulates SCSI commands and Data for transfer
over an IP network and thereby takes advantage of the investment in existing IP networks to

facilitate and extend SANs. iSCSl-based IP SANs allow us ro reduce initial cosrs and the
management costs of storage.

Conceptually, iSCSI is designed to run over TCP/IP that provides Layer 3/4 network
transport. SCTP (Stream Control Transmission Protocol) [23] is a relatively new IETF standard transport protocol. SCTP was originally developed to transport Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) signaling messages over IP networks, but it has emerged as a generalpurpose transport protocol. SCTP is a reliable message oriented protocol that combines certain

desirable qualities of TCP and UDP and provides additional services unavailable from TCP

(or UDP) as well. Attractive features of SCTP such as multistreaming and multihoming make

it

an alternative to TCP for many applications.

In this thesis, we focus primarily on

a

performance study comparing SCTP and TCP as the

underlying transport layer protocol for iSCSI using ns2 simulation. The results of simulation
and performance analysis indicate that iSCSI over SCTP has advantages over TCP in the
scenarios investigated.
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Glossary
The list of acronyms and other related terms are described here.

ACK
ADU

Acknowledgement
Application Data Unit
AHS
Additional Header Segment
BHS
Basic Header Segment
CmdSN
Command Sequence Number
CRC
Cyclic Redundancy Check
DataSN
Data Sequence Number
DDP
Direct Data Placement
EDTL
Expected Data Transfer Length
EMSS
Effective Maximum Segment Size
ExpCmdSN
Expected Command Sequence Number
ExpDataSN
Expected Data Sequence Number
ExpStatSN
Expected Status Sequence Number
FC
Fibre Channel
FCIP
Fibre Channel over Internet Protocol
FFP
full-Feature Phase
Full-Feature Phase Only
FFPO
FIM
Fix Interval Marker
FPDU
Framing Protocol Data Unit
Gbps
Gigabit per second
iFCP
Internet Fibre Channel Protocol
UO
Input/Output
IO
Initialize Only
IP
Internet Protocol
ips
IP storage
IPsec/IPSec Internet Protocol Security
rqn
iSCSI qualified name
iSAN
iSCSI-based Storage Area Network
iSER
iSCSI Extension for RDMA
iSCSÌ
SCSI over IP
ISID
Initiator Session ID
I-T
Initiator-Target

I_TI

Initiator-TargetIUN

ITN

iSCSI Target Node or iSCSI Target Name
Initiator Task Tag
Local A¡ea Network
Logical Block Address
leading Only

I1"T

LAN
LBA
LO

LONP
LU
LUN
MAN

Login Operational Negotiation Phase
Logical Unit
Logical Unit Number
Metropolitan Area Network
MaxCmdSN Maximum Command Sequence Number
MC/S
Multiple Connections per Session
MD-5
Message Digest version 5
MPA
Markers PDU Aligned
MSS
Maximum Segment Size
MTU
Maximum Transfer Unit
NA
Not Applicable
NAS
Network Attached Storage
NFS
Network File System
NIC
Network Interface Card
NOP
No Operation
NSG
Next Stage

OS
PDU
R2T
R2TSN
RDMA
RFC
SAM
SAM2
SAN
SCSI
SCTP
SID
SN
SNACK
SSID
SSN
StatSN
TCB
TCP
TOE
TSID
TSIH
TSN
TUF
TTT
UDP
ULP

Operating System
Protocol Data Unit
Ready to Transfer
Ready to Transfer Sequence Number
Remote Direct Memory Access
Request for Comments
SCSI Architectural Model
SCSI Architectural Model 2
Storage Area Network
Small Compurer Systems Inrerface
Stream Transmission Control Protocol
Stream ID
Sequence Number
sequence Number Acknowledgement or selective Negative Acknowledgement
Session

ID

Stream Sequence Numbers
Status Sequence Number
Task Control Block
Transmission Control Protocol
TCP/IP Offload Engineer
Target Session ID
Target Session Identifying Handle
Transmission Sequence Number
TCP Upper-Level-Protocol Framing
Target Transfer Tag
User Datagram Protocol
Upper Level Protocol or Upper Layer Protocol

ULPDU
URL
URN
UTF
VPN
WAN
WG

Upper Layer Protocol Data Unit

Uniform Resource Locator
Uniform Resource Name
Universal Transform ati on Format
Virtual Private Network
Wide Area Network
Working Group

Chapter

1

Introduction
A

Storage Area Network (SAN) is a network dedicated to transporting data for storage and

retrieval. SANs have been proven to increase the performance and availability of corporate
storage resources.

A SAN can be deployed in two ways: using Fiber Channel or IP. The first

is called FC-SAN while the second is IP-SAN. SANs have traditionally been connected over
Fibre Channel networks. Fibre Channel Storage Area Networks (FC-SANs) are intended for
use by big business data centers when the costs incurred can be justified

.

An IP-SAN can

also mean a network built with iSCSI as the protocol. iSCSI encapsulate SCSI commands and
data and transports them over the IP network and thereby takes advantage of the investment in

existing IP networks to facilitate and extend SANs.

'With

the emergence of high speed LAN technologies such as Gigabit and

l0

Gigabit

Ethernet, iSCSl-based IP SANs have become more common than FC SANs. This allows us
to reduce the initial costs and the management costs of storage. To connect existing FC-SANs

using TCP/IP based networks, two standards has been proposed by the IETF: Fibre Channel
over TCP/IP (FCIP) [18] and Internet Fibre Channel Protocol (iFCP)

tl5l.

FCIP creates

a

virtual FC link to send encapsulated FC frames, whereas iFCP replaces the lower-layer FC
transport with TCP/IP and Gigabit Ethernet . According to industry analysts, the iSCSI marker
is expected to expand significantly in the coming years.

iSCSI was originally designed to run on top of the TCP/IP protocol suite which provides

10

FC-SANs
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reliable, in-order delivery of messages. However many people are realizing that TCP has some
Iimitations that cause storage applications to perform poorly, especially in wide-area networks.
The TCP limitations that apply to iSCSI are as follows:

TCP is a byte oriented protocol while iSCSI is message oriented. An application-level
method of framing iSCSI PDUs within the TCP data stream is needed.
The head-of-line blocking problem in terms of packet loss can reduce performance.

With TCP as the transport protocol there is less protection against SYN flooding attacks.

With TCP as the transport protocol iSCSI lacks faulrtolerance at the network layer
SCTP (Stream Control Transmission Protocol) is a recent transport protocol standardized by the IETF in late 2000 (RFC2960). SCTP is a reliable message oriented protocol that

combines certain disirable qualities of TCP and UDP .

It

addresses the above TCP issues

by introducing the primary distinguishing features: four-way handshake, multi-homing and
multi-streaming.

My thesis objectives are as follows:
1. Implement the iSCSI protocol within the Network Simularor (ns2).

ll

2. Investigate

the problems of TCP, discussed above, and introduce features of SCTP that

address those issues.

3. Evaluate

the performance of the iSCSI protocol over various transport protocols under

different network conditions.
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows:

o Chapter 2 provides a basic understanding of iSCSI protocol features. The message
steering mechanisms are also discussed.

o

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the transport layer protocols used in our evaluation
such as TCP, UDP and SCTP.

o

Chapter 4 describes the design and implemention of the iSCSI prorocol module in ns2,
the SCTP module is also briefly described.

o

Chapter 5 analyzes the simulation results and provides comparisons between iSCSVSCTP
and iSCSVTCP.

o

Chapter 6 brielìy discusses related research.

o

Chapter 7 gives my conclusions and outlines areas of further work.

t2

Chapter 2
iSCSI
This chapter provides details of the iSCSI protocol that were helpful for the designing of the
simulation module in ns2.

2.1

Protocol Model

The iSCSI protocol [21] is a session layerprotocol that works in a client-server architecture
[2a1. The c]ient is called the iSCSI initiator and the server is called the iSCSI target. The iSCSI

initiator/target construct iSCSI Protocol Data Units (PDUs) consisting of SCSI commands,
data, and responses. iSCSI PDUs are inserted

in the transport layer segment data area and

transported over the network . Figure 2.1 shows the protocols involved in delivering the SCSI
commands over the Internet. For iSCSI over TCP implementation, a data synchronization

framing mechanism is necessary to provide the boundaries of iSCSI PDUs.

2.2

Session Management

An iSCSI session is the logical link that deliver the commands and data to and from the low
layer (transport layer) end points. Session management within iSCSI consists of a Login Phase
and a Full Feature Phase.
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SCTP
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Figure 2.1 : iSCSI protocol layering model.

l4

2.2.1 Login
The Login Phase of iSCSI is used to enable a connection between two network entities (Initia-

tor and Target), and exchanges various parameters such as security authentication information.

If

the Login Phase is completed successfully the target

will

accept the login for the initiator;

otherwise, the login fails and the connection is closed.

The initiator starts the login process by connecting to the target listening port(3260 de-

fault). Then the initiator sends a login request. Parameter negotiations may begin with
initial ìogin request and
ters. The

processes text fields

< ualue > argument

the

with preferred values for a series of parame-

may be numerical, literal, Boolean (yes or no), or a list of

comma-separated literal values.
Sends:

<

Replies:

keA

<

):l

keA

ualue >

) : 1 u alue >

|

N onel&e j ectl N otU nder stoodl I rr eleu entl

Figure 2.2 shows the basic defined set of keys. The key scope is indicated as either session-

wide (SW) or connection-only (CO) and the keys can be divided into the following categories:

o LO - Leading Only: The parameters can only be carried on the leading connection and
cannot be changed after the leading connection login.

o IO - Initialize only: Keys that can be used only during login.
o ALL: Keys that can be used in both the Login

o FFPO - Full

Feature Phase

only: Keys that

o Declaralive : Keys that do not require

Phase and the

Full Feature Phase.

can only be used during Full Feature Phase.

an answer are marked as Declarative

2.2.2 Full Feature Phase
Before the Full Feature Phase is established, only Login Request and Login Response PDUs
are allowed. With a response

of loginaccept, the iSCSI session turns to the FULL
15

Feature

Key

Category

Senders

Scope

Value ranÊe

Default

HeaderDi gest/DataDi gest
MaxConnections
TargetName

IO
LO
lL, Dy lnluator and

lnitiatorÆarget
Initiaror/Iarget
InrUatoí I arget

co

<hst-ol-values>
< I -to-65535>
<iSCSl-name>

None

InitiatorName
larsetAlias
InitiatorAlias
TugetAddress

FFPO by Target
IO, Declaraùve. Anv-Staee
ALL, Decla¡ative, Any-Stage
All, Decla¡ative, Any-Stase
All, IJeclarallve, Anv-Stage

Initiator

sv/

Target

Sìil

lnitialR2T

LO

ImmediateData
MaxRecvDataSesmentLen pth

LO

MaxBurstl-ensth
FirstBurstl-ength
MaxOutstandineR2T
ErrorRecoveryLrvel

LO

Ail, Declarative
LO
LO
LO

SW
SV/

<iSCSI-nâme>
<local-name>

Initiator

sv/

<local-name)

Target

SW

domain name[:portl

lnitiator/Iargel
lnitiator/Iargel
lnitiator/Ïargel

SVV

svv
CO

(boolean-value>
<boolean-value)
<512-ro-(2r4-1)>

Yes
Yes

I

192

256 KB
256 KB

SVr'

<512-to-(2¿4 -l)>
<512-ro-(2'n - I )>
< I -to-ó5535>

SW

<0-2>

0

Initiator/Iarpet
Initiatorflarget
IniliatorflàrÊet

SV/

lniliator/làrpet

SW

I

Figure 2.2: Text Operational Keys
Phase. The initiator may send SCSI commands and data to the various Logical Units (LUs)
on the target by encapsulating them in iSCSI PDUs.

Connection Allegiance

If multiple

connections exist for a given iSCSI session, an iSCSI request, the corresponding

response and/or other related PDU(s) must be sent over the same connection. Thus,

it is not

necessary to trace each request across different connections.

Data TFansfer
Initiator outbound data can be sent as solicited data or unsolicited data. Unsolicited data can be
sent up Io

FirstBurstLength

bytes as pan of an iSCSI command PDU (up to the maximum

PDU length) or/and in separate iSCSI data PDUs. Solicited data are sent in response ro R2T
(Request to Transfer) PDUs from the target. Each sequence of solicited data can be sent up to

M arBurstLength bytes. The FirstBurstLength and M arBurstLength are negotiated

ar

the login phase.

In addition, the order of the unsolicited data on each connection must follow the order
of the commands sent. Command and unsolicited data PDUs may be interleaved on a single
connection as long as the ordering requirements of each are maintained. (e.g., command

16

N+l MAY be sent before

the unsolicited Data-Out PDUs for command N, but the unsolicited

Data-Out PDUs for command N MUST precede the unsolicited Data-Out PDUs for command

N+1).

At the end of

a transaction, the

initiator sends/receives the last data and the target sends a

response which confirms that the corresponding command has been successfully completed.

2.2.3 Shutdown
In general, the initiator commences the logout procedure by sending a logout request to the
target. From then on, no further commands may be sent. The target will reply with a logout
response with additional recovery information: the length of time the target

will hold,

pend-

ing command information for recovery purposes (Time to Retain) and the length of time the
initiator should wait before attempting to reestablish the connection (Time to Wait). Finally,
connections are shut down by sending TCP FINs.

2.3

Sequencing

iSCSI uses several schemes to maintain the ordering of commands, status, and data. These
numbers are communicated between the initiator and target in the appropriate iSCSI PDU
fields during command, status, and data exchanges.

2.3.1 CommandNumbering
All commands in an iSCSI

session are numbered with a command sequence number (CmdSN).

CmdSN starts with the first login command on the first connection of a session (the ìeading

login on the leading connection) and is incremented by

1

for each subsequent non-immediate

command. An immediate command is marked with an immediate delivery flag and must also
carry the current CmdSN. CmdSN is not increased after a command marked for immediate de-

livery is sent. CmdSN is used to ensure ordered command delivery over multiple connections
within a sessions.

l7

CmdSN can also be used with an expected command register (ExpCmdSN) and a maximum command register (MaxCmdSN) for command flow control over
specifies the highesrnumbered nonimmediate CmdSN

it

a session.

The ErpCmdS

can deliver to the Upper layer plus

one. The MarCmdSN field specifies the maximum command number that can be sent
by the initiator; thus, the queuing capacity of the receiving iSCSI layer is MarCmdSN

ErpCmdSll +

1, referred to as the commandwindow.

-

If the command window is greater

than zero, the initiator is allowed to send another command to the target; otherwise, the initia-

tor must wait.

2.3.2

Status l.{umbering

StatSN identifies a status sequence number, per connection,
responses sent by the target. The

ErpStatSN,

and is used to enumerate the

stands forexpected status sequence number,

and is used to acknowledge the responses received from the target. The status numbering
begins with the login response to the first login request of the connection. The login response
includes an initial value for the status numbering (any initial value is valid). A large absolute
difference between

2.3.3

StatsN

and ErpSt¿ú.91V may indicate a failed connection.

Data Numbering

Dataandrequest-to-transfer(R2T)PDUsaresequencedusing

DataSN andR2TSN. R2f SN

values, per command, are set to 0 at the initiation of the command and incremented by 1 for
each subsequent R2T sent by the target for that command.

DataSN is per command or part of

a command (R2T triggered) and is used to detect

missing data and/or R2T PDUs due to header digest errors. There is only one data sequence

for the READ command, the DaiaSN begins at 0 and is incremented by

1

for each subsequent

data PDU in that command sequence. However, there can be multiple data sequences for the

WRITE command, the first unsolicited data PDU or the first data PDU in response to an R2T
begins with a DataSN of 0 and increments by 1 for each subsequent data PDU.

l8

N

2.4

Name and Address

Each iSCSI node (either an initiator or a target) is identified by a unique worldwide name

which may be up ro 223-bytes long and independent of the node location. There are two
iSCSI name formats, iqn ilSCSl qualifier name) format and IEEE EUI (Extended Unique
Identifier) format.

An iSCSI name [4] consists of two parts: A type designator followed by

a unique name

string. For exampl e: eui.02004567 44256784 and iqn.7986-03.com.sun : 0003ba4d233b.425c293c.
The iqn format has become more popula¡. In the above example, iqnis the type, 1986

-

03 is

a

date during which the naming authority owned the domain name used in this format, com.sun

is the reversed domain name of the naming authority, and 0003ö¿4d233b.425c293cis a string
assigned by the naming authority to ensure that the iSCSI name is worldwide unique.

An iSCSI alias is

a more human-readable descriptive name

for an initiator or

a target.

It

does not have to be unique. and must not be used during authentication.

An iSCSI Address specifies the name and location of an iSCSI node. The address consists

of the iSCSI name, plus a host name or IP address and a TCP port number in the format of

< domain, - name > l:< port >]. An iSCSI node can have more than one addresses which
is changeable. For an iSCSI target, the default port is 3260.

2.5

PDU Format

iSCSI initiators and targets communicate with messages known as iSCSI Protocol Data Units

(iSCSI PDUs). An iSCSI PDU contains a header (one or more header segments) and

an

optional data segment.
Even though iSCSI PDUs are transported over a TCP/IP network, the size of an iSCSI

PDU is not limited by the capacity of the TCP segment data area. An iSCSI PDU can span
multiple TCP segments, or several iSCSI PDUs can be delivered in a single TCP segment.
iSCSI PDUs are padded to the closest integer number of four byte words and the padding

l9

ol rl zl zl ql sl el t
I

00
04
08

I

olrlzlzlqlslolt
Fl

ol rl zl zl ql sl ol t

olrlzlzlqlslolt

Opcode-specific fields
Data Segment Length

Opcode

Total AHS Length

LUN or Opcode-specilìc fields

12

l6

Initiator Task Tag

20

Opcode-specific fields

Figure 2.3: Basic Header Segment (48 Bytes).
bytes are 0's.

2.5.1

Basic Header Segment (BHS)

The 48 byte long Basic Header Segment (BHS) is the first segment in all iSCSI PDUs. It may
be followed by Additional Header Segments (AHSs).

As shown in Figure 2.3, the,I bit set to 1 marks this PDU for immediate delivery. The
opcode indicates the type of iSCSI PDU, please refer to Figure 2.4 for a list of opcodes.

The

F bit set to 1 indicates

that the PDU is the final PDU of the sequence. Opcode

-

specif icf ields means different things for different opcode types. TotalAH SLength is the

total length of all the AHS header segments in units of four byte words including padding.

DataSegmentLength is the data segment payload length in bytes, padding excluded. The
Logical Unit Number LU N field identifies a specific SCSI Logical Unit to which the opcode
relates.

InitiatorTasltTag field identifies each task

2.6

Message Framing

issued by the initiator.

iSCSI encapsulates SCSI Data into iSCSI PDUs of varying lengths for transfer through

a

TCP/IP network. TCP offers a byte stream service to iSCSI. It is therefore not always possible
to tell the beginning of an iSCSI PDU inside that stream of bytes (e.g., the TCP data).

The iSCSI header contains a message length field, DataSegrnentLength, that serves to
delineate the end of the current message as well as the beginning of the next message.

0x00

0x0l

Initiator
NOP-Out
SCSI Comma¡d (encapsulates a SCSI CDB)
SCSI Iäsk Management function requesl
Losin Reouest

Target
0x20
0x2 I

NOP-In

0x02
0x03
0x04
0x05
0x06

OxZ3

SCSI Response
SCSI Task Management function response
Login Response

Text Reouest
SCSI Data-Out
Logout Request

Ox24
rJx25

SCSI Data-ln

l0

SNACK Reouest

0x3 I

Vendor specific codes

0x32

Lopout Response
Ready lb'lïansler (R2l
Asynchronous Message

UXJC

Vendor spccific codes

0x

0xlC
-0Xle

Ox22

Ox26

lþxt

Response

)

-0x3e

0x3f

Reiect

Figure 2.4: List of opcodes

If

an iSCSI header becomes corrupted, we have no way of knowing for sure where the

next iSCSI PDU begins, since the length of the curent PDU is stored in the comrpted header.
iSCSI may have

a

PDU larger than one TCP segment, which may be limited to 1460 bytes,

and the iSCSI PDU may be split into many of TCP segments. Therefore, some TCP segments

may contain only data and no control information. TCP/IP networks may also deliver segments out of order. The missing TCP segment must be received before any of the following
segments can be placed into the correct SCSI buffers. These out-of-order segments must be
saved

in temporary buffers, but can be copied to the SCSI buffers when the missing header

arrives. Processing all the accumulated TCP segments in parallel may create

a

processing bub-

ble for the target. This process adds the cost for the temporary buffer and uses CPU resources.
Thus relying only on the DataSegmentLength is not sufficient.

2.6.1 Fixed Interval Markers
The Fixed Interval Markers (FIM) scheme works by inserting forward-pointing markers

at

fìxed intervals in the payload stream to indicate where the next iSCSI PDU begins in the TCP

byte stream.
Under norrnal conditions (no PDU loss or out-of-order data reception), iSCSI data steering
can be accomplished by using the identifying tag (Initiator Task Tag) and the data offset fields

in the iSCSI header as well as the TCP sequence number from the TCP header. The identifying
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tag helps associate the PDU with a SCSI buffer address while the data offset and TCP sequence

number are used to determine the offset within the buffer.

If

a digest error is detected

in an iSCSI PDU header, all data up to the PDU indicated by

the marker is discarded. PDU processing continues from the next valid PDU indicated by the

marker. A message is issued to request the connecting party to resend the PDUs that were
discarded. This proposed mechanism of markers does not, in any way, interfere with ordinary

implementations or semantics of TCP.

2.6.2 Marker PDU Aligned Framing
The Marker PDU Aligned (MPA) [7] framing mechanism is designed to work as a shim
layer between TCP and an Upper Layer Protocol, preserving the higher-level protocol record
boundaries.

With MPA, every TCP segment is self descriptive and carries all of the information required to place its payload data in the target buffer. MPA is based on markers placed inside
the TCP byte stream in intervals of 512 bytes. However, instead of pointing to the next PDU,

it points to the beginning of the current FPDU, where the placement information is expected
to be.

MPA defines the Maximum Upper Layer Protocol Data Unit (MULPDU) as the size of the
largest ULPDU fitting in an FPDU. For an empty TCP Segment, MULPDU is EMSS minus rhe

FPDU overhead (6 octets) minus space for markers and pad octets. If the TCP implementation
needs to adjust EMSS to support

MTU changes, the MULPDU value is changed accordingly.

2.7 Error Handling and Recovery
Both initiator and target have the ability to buffer commands and responses until they are
acknowledged. The iSCSI end devices must be able to selectively rebuild any missing or corrupted PDU for retransmission. Three recovery techniques are classified into corresponding
recovery levels by iSCSI:
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ErrorRecoveryLevel=O: Recovery only by session restart (also known as session failure
recovery and sometimes just as session recovery).

ErrorRecoveryLevel=I: Recovery by reissuing commands, data, or status (also known
as CRC

failure recovery):

(I

) Within connection recovery (commands and status resent);

(2) Within command recovery (data and R2Ts resent).

c ErrorRecoveryLevel=2:

2.8

Connection failure recovery

Summary

This chapter reviewed the technical aspects of the iSCSI prorocol in detail. It included

a

b¡eakdown of the iSCSI protocol model, iSCSI session management, sequencing maintenance
and message framing. Additionally, the iSCSI PDU formats and the levels of error recovery

were briefly described. Thus the chapter provided a basic working knowledge of the iSCSI
protocol.
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Chapter 3

Transport Protocols
This chapter introduces interesting features of the SCTP protocol that make it suitable for use
in iSCSl-based IP SANs. We also discuss and compare it to the more common transporl layer
protocols such as TCP and UDP.

3.1

The TFansport Layer in the OSI Model

The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model describes how the net\¡/orking
hardware and software can be organized to communicate with each other in the networking

world. The transport layer is regarded as the highest of the lower layer protocols in the OSI
protocol stack. The transport layer resides above the Physical, Data-Link and Network layers
and

just below the Session layer and is concerned with the transmission of data between end

systems across a communications

facility. It provides a messaging service for the Session

layer and hides the underlying network from the upper layers. As such it needs to be complex
to deal with a variety of network characteristics and capabilities.
The transport layer provides the means to establish, maintain, and release transport connections on behalf of session entities. The transport layer typically provides reliable end-toend error recovery mechanisms and flow control

in higher level networking software. This

layer divides up a transmitted message into packets and reassembles them at the receiving
end. When a connection is established, this layer can request a quality of service that specifies
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Figure 3.2: UDP datagram.
the acceptable rate of errors, the amount of delay, security, and so on. It can also provide data

flow control while performing this function on an end-to-end basis.
The transport Iayer can offer connection oriented or connectionless services. Connectionless protocols provide a best

-

ef f ort type of data transfer where it is possible for data to

be lost. Connection oriented protocols provide reliable data transfer usually with a higher
overhead.

3.2

User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

UDP is a connectionless transport layer protocol running over IP, which provides a simple and
unreliable message service. When host ,4 sends a message to host B, UDP takes messages
and attaches source and destination port number fields for the multiplexing/demultiplexing
service, adds two other fields of minor importance, and passes the segment to the network

layer without establishing a communications session.

If the segment arrives at the host B,

UDP uses the port numbers and the IP source and destination addresses to deliver the message

to the correct application. Because UDP also lacks any mechanism for acknowledgement,

it relies on upper layer protocols to report missing or out-of-order segment. The UDP l6bit checksum is used to validate the integrity of the UDP segment sent across the network.
Although UDP provides error checking, it does not do anything to recover from an error. UDP

simply discards the damaged segment or passes the damaged segment with a warning. The
format of the UDP datagram is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.3: TCP three-way handshake.

3.3

TÞansmission Control Protocot (TCP)

TCP is a connection-oriented transport protocol running over IP that provides reliable delivery between two communicating pairs

[6]

. TCP first establishes a transmission connection

between endpoints by three-way handshake (Figure 3.3).

1. The initiating host A sends a synchronization (SYN flag set) packet with a Sequence
Number

2.

r

to initiate a connection.

The host B receives the packet and replies with an acknowledgment and ,yn.h.o-

nization (SYN-ACK)which has its own initial Sequence Number

g.

The Acknowledgment

Number contains the next sequence number that this host is expecting to receive (z + l).
3. The host A responds with the next Sequence Number (x+l ) and a simple Acknowledgment Number

(y+l).

3.3.1 Header Format
The TCP header (Figure 3.4) consists of 20 byte fixed part and a variable-size options field.
The description of each field is given below.
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Figure 3.4: TCP segment.

o

Sequence Number: The 32-bit sequence number is the sequence number of the first data

byte of this segment in the sender's byte stream during data transfer (when SYN is not

set). If the SYN bit is set, the sequence number is the initial sequence number (lSN).
Thus, the sequence number of the first byte of data

will

be 15¡ú

+

1.

o Acknowledgement Number: This field identifies the sequence number of the next data
byte that the sender expects to receive if the ACK bit is set.

c Data Offset: This field

specifies where the data begins in 32-bit words.

o Control:6 bits, from left to right: URG/ACK/PSH/RST/SYN/FIN
o Window: This field specifies the number of bytes the sender

is willing to accept. item

Checksum: This field is used to detect errors in the segment.

o Options'. If

the length of the options field is not a multiple of 32 bits, extra padding

bits will be added. Currently defined options include maximum segmefi size (MSS),
No-Operation, End of option list etc.
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3.3.2

FIow Control and Congestion Control

TCP congestion control algorithms are specified in RFC 2581 t3]. First, several terms used
throughout this section in describing flow and congestion control algorithms are described:

o

Sender Maximum Segment Size (S M 5,9): The size of the largest segment that the sender

can send. It can be based on the

MTU of the network.

o Receiver Maximum Segment Size (RM SS): The

size of the largest segment the receiver

is willing to receive. Its value is specified in the MS^9 option sent by the receiver during
connection startup.

If the M.9S option is not

used then 536 bytes is the default.

o Receiver Window (rund): The most recently advertised receiver window

size.

o Flight,Sz¿:

The amount of data that has been sent but not yet acknowledged.

o Con?estion

Window (cwnd): A TCP state variable that limits the amount of data a TCP

sender can send.

At any given time TCP must not send data with a sequence number

higher than the sum of the highest acknowledged sequence number and minimum of the

cund

o

and

rwnd.

SIow Start Threshold (ssthresh):

It determines whether slow start or congestion avoid-

ance algorithm to be used to control data transmission. Its

initial value is 65535 bytes.

Sliding Window
Flow control is managed using the concept of a SlidingWindow.It is the maximum number

of unacknowledged bytes that are allowed in any one transmission sequence. The receiver
specifies the current receive window size in every packet sent to the sender. The sender can
send up to this amount of data before

it has to wait for an update on the receive window size

from the receiver. The sender has to buffer all its own sent data until it receives ACKs for that
data. The send window size is determined by whatever is the smallest between the receive
window and the sender's buffer.
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Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance

As described in [RFC 2001] Í221, the slow start and congestion avoidance algorithms
used to control the amount

are

of outstanding data being sent to the network. The slow start

algorithm is used at the beginning of a transfer, or after loss detected by a retransmission
timer. In slow star1, the cwnd starts offat one SMSS and gradually increases by one SMSS

for every acknowledgment received, resulting in an exponential growth rate. If the receiver
delay its ACKs by sending one ACK for every two segments received, it may not exactly be

exponential. Once

the

.cund

reaches the value

of ssthresh, which is initially

set Lo rwnd.,

slow start mode terminates and congestion avoidance mode sta-rts. In congestion avoidance,
lhe cund is incremented by at most one SMSS per round-trip time. A formula commonly
used to update cwnd during congestion avoidance is given in equation 3.1.

a,rnd.: ctund,+

SAISS
cwnd.

x

SÀ4S.g

(3.1)

when a TCP sender detects segment loss using the retransmission timer, the value of
ssthresh must be set to no more than the value given in equation 3.2.
ssthresh

:

Min (cwnd,rund)
M a,x (
\

\2:

.r, s¡4ss)

Q.2)

ssthresh is first set to one-half of the current window size and the congestion window is set
1o one

maximum-sized segment. Then the slow start algorithm restarts.

Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery Algorithms

A TCP receiver sends an immediate duplicate ACK when an out-of-order segment is received.
When the third duplicate acknowledgment has been received, the sender will believe that a
segment has been lost and

will perform a retransmission of the missing segment. The purpose

of the fast retransmit mechanism is to speed up the retransmission process by allowing the
sender to retransmit a packet as soon as

it

has enough evidence that a packet has been lost

instead of waiting for the retransmit timer to expire.
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The fast retransmit mechanism results in congestion avoidance. Then the fast recovery
algorithm governs the transmission of new data until a non-duplicate ACK arrives. The reason for selecting congestion avoidance is that the receipt of the duplicate ACKs indicates that

there is still data flowing between the two ends and it is not appropriate to reduce the flow
drastically by going into slow start. As can be easily understood the effects of fast retransmission and fast recovery on the TCP sending rate are significantly less adverse than those of the
Retransmission Time-Out mechanism.

3.4

Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP)

SCTP (Stream Control Transmission Protocol) [23] is a recent IETF standard transport proto-

col that also runs over IP. It was originally developed to transport Public Switched Telephone

Network (PSTN) signaling messages over IP networks, but it emerged as a general-purpose
transporl protocol. SCTP is a reliable message oriented protocol that combined certain desirable qualities of TCP and UDP and provided new distinguishing features such as multihoming
and multistreaming, unavailable from TCP (or UDP).

3.4.1

Packets

Figure 3.5 shows the format of an SCTP packet. It consists of a 12-byte fixed common header
part plus a variable-size chunk fields. Multiple chunks may be multiplexed into one packet.

A chunk contains either control information or user data. The description of each field in the
SCTP packet is given below.

o

Source Port and Destination Port: The source and destination port identify the associa-

tion to which this packet belongs.

o

Verification îag; This 32-bit field is used to validate the sender of this SCTP packet. It is
association specific, and is exchanged between the endpoints at association startup with

the following exceptions: zero Verification Tag

3l

if the packet

contains an

INIT chunk;

I

0

16

30
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Chunk Type
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Destination Port

Verification Tag
Checksum
Chunk Flags
Chunk Data

Chunk Length

Chunk Flags

Chunk Length

Chunk Data
Figure 3.5: SCTP packet format.
copied from the packet with the SHUTDO\MN-ACK chunk

if the packet conrains a

SHUTDOWN-COMPLETE chunk with the T-bit set; copied from the packet which
caused the ABORT to be sent

if

the packet contains an ABORT chunk.

o Checksum: This 32-bit field detects
o Chunk þpe:

errors in the SCTP packet.

Tbis B-bit field is used to distinguish data chunks and different types

of

control chunks. The values ofChunk Types are defined as Figure 3.6

o Chunk Flags:
o Chunk

This 8-bit field contains chunk specifìc flags.

Length: Size of the chunk in bytes including the Chunk type, Chunk flags, Chunk

length, and Chunk data fìelds.

o Chunk Data: This variable

length field contains the actual payload of the chunk.

3.4.2 AssociationEstablishment
Unlike the three-way connection setup of TCP, SCTP uses

a

four-way handshake with

mechanism during association establishment. As shown in Figure 3.7, when host
an association with host B, the following process ensues:
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Figure 3.6: SCTP chunk types and description.
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Figure 3.7: SCTP association establishment.

L

Host A sends an INIT chunk to one transport address of host B.

2. When host B receives the INIT chunk, it returns

an

INIT-ACK to host A with

a cookie

that contains the details required to identify and process the association and a signature

to verify the cookie's integrity and authenticity.

3. When host A receives the INIT-ACK chunk, it replies with

a COOKIE-ECHO, which

echoes the cookie that host B previously sent.

4. Upon reception of the COOKIE-ECHO

chunk, host B uses the Message Authentication

Code (MAC) contained therein to verify whether
created before.

it

was the COOKIE that host B had

If the cookie is verified, host B allocates resources and sends a COOKIE-

ACK to host A. The association is then established.
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Figure 3.8: SCTP's multihoming feature

.

3.4.3 Multihoming
Multihoming is an essential feature of SCTP. A multihomed server has more than one IP
address that can be used to reach

it. If one of its IP addresses fails, the SCTP client may

use other addresses for the server. Multihoming provides added fault-tolerance at the netwo¡k

layer.

As showing in Figure 3.8, at the establishment of an SCTP association, an endnode can
provide a list of IP addresses. One of the IP addresses

(Bl) is considered

the initial primary

path. If this primary path (41-Bl) fails, another addresses (82) can be used that allows the

two endnodes to continue communicating seamlessly. Currently, multihoming is used for
redundancy purposes only. Unless specified, data chunks are transmitted over the primary path

by default. When the primary one is unavailable, the end-node starts using another active path.
When acknowledging received chunks, the acknowledgements chunks should be transmitted
through the same path that was used by the received chunks. For retransmissions of a data
chunk however, an active path other than the one to which the original data chunk was sent
should be chosen.

A heartbeat mechanism is used to detect which other paths are active and thus help switch
the implementation of multihoming. Heartbeat chunks are sent periodically to all idle addresses and a counter is maintained on the number

of hearrbeats sent to an inactive

address

without receipt of a corresponding heartbeat acknowledgement. When this counter exceeds a
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Figure 3.9: SCTP's multistreaming feature
configured maximum, that destination address is declared inactive.

3.4.4 Multistreaming
Multistreaming separates flows of logically different data into independent streams within an
SCTP association. As showing in Figure 3.9, a single association can contain several streams.

A stream is a uni-directional logical channel established from one to another associated SCTP
end-node. The number of streams in both directions is negotiated during SCTP's association
establishment.
SCTP implements multistreaming through differentiating between data transmission and
data delivery. SCTP uses two sets

of

sequence numbers

to order information and achieve

reliability. The Transmission Sequence Number (TSN) is global over all streams to govern the
transmission of messages and the detection of message loss. Each stream is uniquely identified

by a Stream ID (SID) and has its own Stream Sequence Numbers (SSN). The SID/SSN pair is
used to determine the sequence of delivery of messages.

Multistreaming makes it possible to avoid Head Of Line blocking problem. In SCTP,
because each stream is delivered to the application independently from the others,

stream

I is lost, only stream I

if

data on

can be blocked at the receiver while awaiting retransmissions.

The logically independent data flows on remaining streams can still be deliverable to the ap-
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plication.

3.4.5

Flow and Congestion Control

FIow and congestion control in SCTP have been designed in a way which assures that SCTP

traffic behaves in the network in the same way

as

TCP traffic does. This make it possible to

seamlessly introduce SCTP into existing IP networks.
SCTP performs flow and congestion control association-wide and not to individual streams.

SCTP use the information in SACKs to perform both flow and congestion control. As in TCP,
congestion control of SCTP has two modes, slow-start and congestion-avoidance. During both

modes,avariablecalìed flight-sizekeepstrackofthetotalnumberofbytesthathavenotyet
been acknowledged. During congestion-avoidance, the variable PartialBgtesAcknowledged(pba),
keeps count of the number of bytes

in the cuffent cwnd that have been acknowledged so far,

and this variable decides whether the cwnd should be increased with the next transmission.

Thus,

alnd is increased according to the number of bytes

acknowledged, not the number

of

ACKs received.
SCTP doesn't have an explicit fast-recovery phase, but achieves this automatically with
the use of SACK. SCTP provides a fast retransmit algorithm based on SACK gap reports. This

mechanism speed up the loss detection and, therefore increase the bandwidth utilization. A
number ( 16380) of GAP ACK blocks are allowed in SCTP while TCP can allow a maximum

of 4 SACK blocks (with the time-stamp option, the maximum SACK blocks would be three).
When there are multiple segment losses in a single window, the number of available SACK
blocks in TCP may not be sufficient for reporting all the segment losses. The Iarge number

of SACK blocks in SCTP avoids a time-consuming slow start stage after multiple segment
losses, thus saving bandwidth and increasing throughput.
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3.5 Comparison

between TÞansport Layer Protocols

Like UDP, SCTP is a message-oriented protocol that preserves message boundaries. Unlike
UDP, it is reliable.

Like TCP, SCTP:

o is connection

oriented

r

provides reliable transmission

r

incorporates flow and congestion control fbllowing TCP's algorithms

o. provides acknowledged, error free, non-duplicated transfer

Unlike TCP, SCTP:

o

is message oriented instead of byte oriented

o

provides 4 way handshake connection initialization instead of 3 way handshake connec-

tion initialization

.

uses 3 messages

o

has flexible ordering: In-order and order-of-arrival delivery

.

uses the signed cookie mechanism to protect against

.

supports multistreaming: several streams within an association

.

supports multihoming: multi-homed endnodes for redundancy

3.6

for shutdown - no half-open connections

SYN flooding

Summary

This chapter provided a detailed overview of the transport layer protocols related to this work.
First, there was a brief description of the transport layer within the OSI model. Next the two
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most common transport layer protocols, UDP and TCP, were introduced. To compare to the
newest transport layer protocol (SCTP), the flow control and congestion control algorithms

of

TCP were discussed in detail. Then the SCTP's similar but faster retransmit algorithm and its

primary distinguishing features, multistreaming and multihoming, were discussed. Finally,
comparison between the three protocols was provided
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Chapter 4

Simulation Design and Implementation
This chapter describes a partial implementation of the iSCSI protocol in the ns2 simularor,
and introduces the SCTP agent module developed by the Protocol Engineering Lab at the
University of Delaware.

4.1

Network Simulator (ns2)

It is widely

recognized that simulation tools play an important role in designing and testing

new Internet protocols. When resources are not available or are too expensive to duplicate

a

real lab setup, we can do large-scale tests that are controlled and reproducible with simulation.

The network simulator ns2 [9] is an open-source simulation tool which was developed

by the Information Sciences Institute at the University of Southern California. It is an eventdriven simulator targeted at networking research. ns2 is written in C++ and OTcl to separate
the control and data path implementations. The simulator supports a class hierarchy in C++,

and a similar class hierarchy within the OTcl interpreter. In ns2, C++ is used for detailed
protocol implementation, while OTcl is suitable for configuration and serup.
'We

chose ns2 as our simulation tool because

of its support for multiple protocols

and

its capability of graphically detailing network traffic using the display tool called Network
Animator (NAM). In particular, it provides a simulation environment for a set of network
protocols such as the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), the Internet Protocol (IP), and the
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User Datagram Protocol (UDP), and the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) over

wired and wireless (local and satellite) networks.

4.2

iSCSllmplementation

V/ith the iSCSI protocol the initiator transfers the SCSI commands (read or write) to the target.
The target sends a sequence of

data-in

PDUs in response fo aread command and R2T PDUs

in response to a urite command. A response PDU is sent to the initiator to acknowledge the
completion of the command. The initiator can send some immediate data with the write
command followed by some unsolicited data.

data

-

ozú PDUs in response to every

If

needed, the initiator

will

send a sequence

R2T from the target.

Our implementation of the iSCSI protocol supports the following features:

r

Single session between the Initiator and Target

o iSCSI Numbering

r

Immediate data transfer

o Unsolicited

o Solicited
o

data transfer

data transfer

Sequences of data transfer for multiple R2Ts

o Multiple

command transfers

o Error recovery: R2T mechanism, SNACK
o Nop In/Out

mechanism

4l

mechanism

of

cl-ass Application

: pubJ-ic Process

pubJ-ic:

Application ( ) ;
virtual- void send(int nbytes);
virtual, vo j-d recv (int nbytes);
virtual void resume ( ) ;
protected:
int command(int argc, const char*const* argv);
virtuaL void start ( ) ;
virtual vold stop O ;
Agent *agent_;
int enableRecv_;
int enabÌeResume_;

];
Figure 4.1 : AppLication Class

4.2.1

Overview of iSCSI Classes

In ns2, applications sit on top of transport agents. The class Application (defined in Figure 4.1), derived from base class Process, provides basic prototypes for application behavior

(send0, recv0, resume0, start0, stop0, and a pointer to the transport agent to which it is attached). A set of well-defined API functions are used by agent and application to communicate

with each other.
iSCSI Initiator and Target Classes
As discussed in Chapter 2, the iSCSI initiator encapsulates the SCSI blocks in iSCSI PDUs
and sends them over the network. In the transport agents' view, iSCSI is a traffic generator.
So the iSCSI initiator and target could be modeled as applications. Thus two subclasses

of

Applica.tion, IscsilnitApp and IscsiTargetApp, are derived. Figure 4.2 shows the class
hierarchy of the iSCSI simulation classes.

The IscsilnitApp and IscsiTargetApp include the functions specific to the initiator
and target operations respectively. They also include the iSCSI variables: immediate-data-,

initiatt2t-, f irst-burst-length-, rnar-burst-Iength- and rdsl, etc.

Those variables are

bound with their corresponding OTcl class variables and the values of variables can be modi-
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Application

lscsilnitApp

lscsiTargetApp

lscsiHeader

Figure 4.2: The class hierarchy of the iSCSI simulation classes.

fied from the corresponding OTcl class variables.

iSCSI Header Class
When a new protocol is introduced into the ns2 simulator, its own PDU headers have to be
defined. The IscsiHeader class declares the data structures for all headers of iSCSI PDUs
such as the SCSI command, response, data ouVin, R2T, nop in/out and SNACK etc. The
variable op-code indicates the type of iSCSI PDU (Figure 2.4). The class base construcror,
I scszH eader(intnew-op-code), is used to create different iSCSI PDUs. Other variables, such
as

data-sn, edtl, ddtl,itt and úúú, simulate the fields of DataS N , ErpectedDataTransf erLength,

DesiredDataTrans f erLength, InitiatorTaskTag,
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and Tar

getTrans f erTag.

Connection and Session Classes
The Connecti,on class is used to simulate an iSCSI connection. The Connection class object

is an element of the Session class. Multiple connections per session are implemented by

a

linkedlistof connectionobjects: list < Connection* > *connect,ion-list.Alsothe Session
class is responsible for command numbering and command recovery. CmdS

N

is session wide

and simulated by the cmd-sn- variable of the session object.

Timer Classes
To implement the data communication between the initiator and target, we introduce several
subclasses

of the TimerHander class which is an abstract base class defined in timer

-

handler.h.

NopOutTimer conûols the max idle time of the initiator. When it expires, the initiator
will

send a

NOP -Outto verify that a connection/session is still active and confirm a changed

ErpStatSN. NoplnTimer
target

will

changed

send a

NOP

-

controls the max idle time of the target. When

it expires, the

In,ro verify that a connection/session is still active and confirm a

ErpCmdSly' and/or

AI

arCmdS N . CmdTirner ensures that the data transfer starts

within the time limit, thus a missing command can be detected by the initiator. EndTimer
confirms the command completion. When it expires, the not acknowledged response will be
retransmitted. TCTitner ensures a sequence of data PDU transmissions has completed.

4.2.2 Write Command Simulation
Figure a3@) illustrates iSCSI write command execution. The data can be transferred as unso-

licited and./or solicited data. The values of immediate-data-, initial-r2t-, f irst-burst-length-,
and

mar-burst-Length-

are negotiated during the login phase.
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Figure 4.3: iSCSI Write (a) and Read (b) command execurion.

Unsolicited data transfer

lf irnmediate-data-is

enabled, the simulated iSCSI initiator object,

mediate data in the write command, up to the

initiator will embed im-

rdsl value. In the header of the iSCSI command

PDU, the value of the data-segment-Length- freld will be set equal to the amount of immediate data. The function, send-write-cmd(Connection,lscsiHeaderx), is used to simulate
sending the write command PDU.

lf initial-r2f

- is false, the

initiator

can send unsolicited iSCSI data PDUs to ta.rget im-

mediately after sending the write command PDU. f irst-burst-lengúä- is used to govern how
much unsolicited data can be sent to target. The immediate data is a portion of the unso-

licited data. The function, send-burst(Connection,lscsiHeader+,int),is used to simulate
sending the unsolicited data PDUs.

Solicited data transfer
On receiving a write command, the target processes it using the handle-write-cmd func-

tion and simulates responding with one or more Ã27 PDUs, which specify the offset and
length of the expected data from the initiator associated with this command. The function,

build-send-r2t,is used to simulate creating and sending Ã27 PDUs.
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On the

initiator

side, the routine handle-data-and-r2t processes each R2T PDU by

sending out solicited data (a sequence of Data-Out PDUs containing the data requested). For
each sequence, the maximum amount of solicited data is bound by the parameter
and f inaL-bil in the last PDU's header

mar-burst-length-

will be set to true.

Finally, when all the data for the command is successfully received , the target simulates
creating and sending an iSCSI response PDU using the function, build-send-status. When
Ihe

initiator receives

the response, the handle-response function finalizes the command

completion status information.

4.2.3

Read Command Simulation

Figure 4.3(b) illustrates iSCSI read command execution.
read command PDU to the

initiator first simulates

target. On receiving the read command, thetarget

sending

a

processes

it

using the handle-read-cmd and send-bursú functions. Thus a sequence of Data-In PDUs and
a response PDU to acknowledge the completion of the read command are sent

T.o

initiator.

For further optimization, the response could be included in the last Data-In PDU. On the

initiator

side, the routine handle-data-and-r2t processes the Data-In PDUs.

If

needed the

build-send-sn,ack function simulates sending DataAck SNACK PDUs with the next expected
DataSN to acknowledge missing Data-In PDU(s). Finally, when all the data is successfully
received and status PDUs for the command are received, the read command is completed.

4.3

Introduction to the SCTP Implementation

This section briefly describes the SCTP module developed for ns2 by the Protocol Engineering
Lab at the University of Delaware [8]. The base SCTP agent Agentl SCT P currently supports
the following features:

o Normal
o

Establishment of an Association (rudimentary handshake)

Transmission of DATA Chunks
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o Acknowledgment

on Reception of DATA Chunks

o

Management Retransmission Timer

o

Stream Identifier and Stream Sequence Number

o

Ordered and Unordered Delivery

.

Report Gaps in Received DATA TSNs

o

SCTP Slow-Start and Congestion Avoidance

o Multihomed

SCTP Endpoints

o Endpoint Failure Detection
o

Path Failure Detection

o

Path Heartbeat

SCTP Commands in Tcl Script

In ns2, SCTP provides certain commands that can be used within TCL scripts. One set of
commands is used to simulate multihomed nodes. set

-

multihonte

-

core and multihome

-

- interf ace are used to set the core node and add an interface whiìe seú - primary destination sets one interface as the primary parh. multi - home - attach - agent is used
add

to attach an SCTP agent to multihomed endnodes. Two other commands, trace and print
are used

lo trace and output one of the given variables such as ctun,d-, rto-, errorCount-,

timeoutCount- etc.

4.3.1 Multihoming Simulation
One of SCTP's attractive features is supporting multihomed endnodes. Because ns2 does not
support multiple interfaces for a single node, a logically multihomed node is simulated as

a

single core node connected to multiple interface nodes, as shown in Figure4.8. An SCTP agent
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simultaneously resides on all these nodes, but actual traffic only goes to/from the interface
nodes while the core node helps make routing decisions.

4.4 iSCSI Over TCP Simulation

Component Implementa-

tion
In ns2, the packages are delivered by using either a Paclcet class or an application level data
unit (ADU). In the Packet class,

a common area is allocated

for all packet headers and differ-

ent headers can be accessed by an offset. Unlike the Packet class, each

ADU defines its own

data members, and provides methods to serialize them (i.e., pack data into an array and extract

them from an array). So ADUs allocate their space dynamically according to the availability

of user dataSeveral applications such as FTP and telnet simulate their packet transfer using the Paclcet
class. There is no actual data being passed between those applications. On the other hand, web
cache applications use the ADUs to simulate the data transfer as described in chapter 39 of the
ns2 user manual [8].

In iSCSI over TCP code, the exchange of iSCSI headers was required and several iSCSI
PDUs could be bundled in one TCP segment as well. Thus ADUs were used to simulate the
transfer of iSCSI PDUs.

4.4.1 Agent Wrapper and Message Boundaries Simulation
In ns2, because FuIlTcp does not support ADU transfers, the MPA layer is introduced

as

a wrapper layer which preserves the iSCSI message boundaries as

is

implementedby

Mpalnit

well. The MPA layer

and MpaTargeú classes, which are subclasses of the AppLication

class. The MpaData class, a subclass of AppData, is used to encapsulate the iSCSI PDUs to
be sent across to the MPA peers. Since TCP supports strict in-order delivery, the transmission

of application data over TCP works

as a

FIFO pipe.
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lnitiator

Target

Figure 4.4: Simulation of

Mpalnit

and

iSCSI 4PAITCP in

ns2.

MpaTarget provide a method send-msg which can be called by the as-

sociated iSCSI application layer to handle the iSCSI PDUs. Consequently, the insertion of

iSCSI message boundaries is simulated.

At the MPA sender, several iSCSI PDUs could be bundled into a single mpadata object.
All rnpadaúa objects are stored in an mpabul buffer which is accessible by the receiver too.
Then the receiver monitor the bytes received from its associated agent. As soon as the number

of bytes delivered is equal to or greater than the size of the head MpaData object, the receiver
gets the AIpaData directly from the sender's

buffer. The encapsulated iSCSI PDUs were

extracted and sent tothetargeú application by upcalling the

reculrlsq function.

4.4.2 Tcl Script: iSCSI-MPA-TCP
The OTcl script in ns2 is used to setup the simulation environment. Figure 4.5 shows a partial

OTcl script to simulate data transfer between two nodes.

First, The creation of FullTCP agents is shown on lines 02 and 03. The agenr objects

(tcpl

and tcp2) are attached to the node objects in lines 07 and

08. The nexr line, 09, estab-

Iishes a logical network connection between tcpT and tcp2 by setting the destination address
to each others' network and port address pair.
Second, the creation and connection setup of MPA objects are shown in lines 12
Also mpaL and mpa2 are attached to

tcpl

and tcp2, respectively.
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to

14.

01
02
03
u¿l
^À
05
06
07
0B
09
10
11
\2
13
I4
15
76
I1
1B
19
20

#-------create FullTcp
set tcpl Inew Agent,/TCp/Fu]ITcpl
set tcp2 [new Agent/TCplFu]-lTcpl
X
^-f-------bec
TCP parameters here, e .9., window_, iss_,
$tcp1 set windows_ 100
+-------at.tach and connect agents----------$ns attach-agent Sn1 $tcp1
$ns attach-agent $n2 $tcp2
$ns connect $tcp1 $tcp2
$tcp2 listen
#-------Create MPA
set mpal Inew App]ication/Mpalnit $tcp1l
set mpa2 [new Application/MpaTarger $tcp2]
$mpa1 connect $mpa2
#------ Create iSCSI initiator/target
objects --set init Inew Application/IscsiInirApp]
set target Inew Application/IscsiTargetApp]
#------- Attach MPA to the 1SCSI
$mpa1 attach-uJ-p $init
$mpa2 attach-ulp $target
Figure 4.5: A simulation script of

Finally, the creation of

init

iSCSI

4PAITCP.

andtarget as shown in lines l6 and 17 arefollowed by the

attachment of mpaT and mpa2 to them in lines 19 and 20.

4.5 iSCSI over SCTP simulation Component Implementation
As discussed in Section 4.4, there are two ways to transmit application layer data through
transport agents. The SCTP agent suppor\s an AppData-S structure and adds a new function

sen,dmsg(intn,umBytes, (char*)appdata) which can be called by an application layer object
to pass data down to the agent layer. The AppData-S structure includes the fields shown in

Figure 4.6.

In ns2, SCTP supports legacy applications, but only SCTP-aware applications can make it
possible to control the TCl-bound parameters on a per message-basis. To become an SCTPaware application, iSCSI has to be able to

ñll in the above

passed to the SCTP agent. Especially, the parameter,
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parameters for each iSCSI PDU

usStreamld, which is used to decide

# Parameters needed for estabÌishing an association
usNumStreams: number of outgoing sLreams, only used during association setup
usNumunrefiable: number of the l-owest outgoing stream to unrel-iabÌe
# Parameters needed for application data messages
usStreamld: the stream ID of a message
usRe.Iiability: l-evel of rel-iability
of this message
eUnordered:
the unordered boolean fJ-ag for this message
uiNumBytes:
number of databytes in this message
Figure 4.6: Parameters of the SCTP-aware application data.
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Figure 4.7: Simulation of iSCSI over SCTP (singlehomed) in ns2.
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Figure 4.8: Simulation of iSCSI over SCTP (multihomed) in ns2.
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which stream the packet should go to must be set. To keep the data load balancing between
streams, a round robin algorithm was used to select the next stream

ID for

each iSCSI PDU

passed from the iSCSI layer.
us

Streaml ¿ :

usNertSl D

(us N ert S I

D%uiN umOut Str eams)

**

In the SCTP implementation, the PassToUpperLayer(SctpDataChunkHdr-SxspDataChunkHdr)
function doesn't actually pass data to the application. So it has to be modified: the SCTP agent
upcalled the recu-msg function of its attached application (to which a pointer app- pointed),
to pass the data up for processing.

4.6

Summary

This chapter provided a discussion of our simulation models in ns2. First, the hierarchy of
the iSCSI simulation classes was presented. Second, the read and write command data trans-

fers were validated. Next, the method of simulating the multihomed architecture in ns2 was
discussed. Finally, two implementations,

iSCSI 4PA|TCP and iSCSVSCTP, were presented.

Few modifications have been made to the SCTP model in order to transmit iSCSI layer data
through transport layer. The MPA shim layer is used to simulate the message boundaries and
act as an agent wrapper which emulates data transmission over TCP. These simulation models

could be used to evaluate how the different transport protocols affect iSCSI performance.
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Chapter 5
Performance Analysis
This chapter presents study of the performance of the iSCSI protocol over different transport
layer protocols using ns2 simulation. The new standard transport protocol, SCTP, inherits
many of the features of TCP including flow and congestion control. Figure 5.5 highlights the
general differences in behavior between SCTP and the existing transport protocols, TCP and
UDP. SCTP could be an efficient alterative transport protocol to TCP for iSCSI.

5.1

Performance Metrics and Variables

Performance Metrics

In this research, the command completion time and the throughput are useful metrics to measure iSCSI performance. The starting time is recorded when the initiator sends a SCSI com-

mand to the target. The target processes

it when it

Features

UDP

Connection
Transmission

Connectionless
Message-oriented

Reliability
Delivery order
Flow and Congestion Control
Fault Tolerance
Security

receives the command. After

all

data

Unreliable

TCP
Connection-oriented
Byte-oriented
Reliable

SCTP
Connection-oriented
Message-oriented
Reliable

Unordered

Strictly ordered

Partially ordered

No
No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Additional

Figure 5.1: Comparison of UDP, TCP, and SCTP.
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required by this command has been successfully transferred to their destination, the target
issues a reponse PDU to the

initiator. The initiator receives the response and informs

the

SCSI layer the command completion. Thus the sum of those time periods is measured as the
command completion time.
The throughput is the total number of application-level bytes transferred over the network

divided by the total elapsed time. For multiple write commands (same size) transfe¡ the
throughput can be defined as follow:

Throughput

:

Total number of bytes
Time

Number of completed commands x Command size
Time
(5.1)

Performance variables
The performance variables are the parameters that affect the performance metrics. The impacts

of various iSCSI parameters on iSCSI performance were discussed in previous research

[4].

Cmdund, the max number of simultaneously active commands, has a signifÌcant impact on
throughput. Otherparametersincluding ImmediateData,InitiaLR2T,FirstBurstLength,
M arBurstLength, M arRecuDataSegmentLength, and M arOutstanding.R2T, could also
affect the iSCSI performance.

In this thesis, our work focuses on the impact of the network layer parameters with the
goal of comparing iSCSI performance over TCP with that over SCTP. The default values of
the system parameters used for our simulation are as follows:

ImmediateData

Yes

InitialR2T
FirstBur stLength

No
64 KB
64 KB
1400 Bytes
50

M arBurstLength
M ar Recu D ataS e gment Length
M axOutstandingR2T
CornmandWindows

Bandwdith
EM SS
PropagationDelay
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100
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Figure 5.2: The command completion time for various command sizes under no loss network

5.2

Command Completion Time (no loss)

In this section, an experiment was presented to compare the iSCSI performance over SCTP
with that over TCP under no loss conditions. Figure 5.2 shows the command completion
time for different command sizes. The line representing iSCSI over TCP follows that of
iSCSI over SCTP. The difference may be due to the overhead introduced by the MPA/TCP
implementation. As mentioned in Chapter 4, for iSCSI over TCP, an extra layer (MPA) is
needed to insert and maintain message boundaries because TCP is byte-oriented without any
message boundaries. SCTP is message oriented which makes

it possible to deliver complete

chunks to the iSCSI layer. Without packet loss, all data are passed to the iSCSI layer in order.

In this case no Packet blocking would occur at the destination. Thus the number.of streams in
an SCTP implementation does not affect the total command completion time.
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5.3

Throughput in a Lossy Network

Any data packet sent over

a

physical media has the risk of being lost or comrpted.

5.3.1 Head-of-LineBlocking
When an iSCSI initiator transfers data to an iSCSI target, TCP offers strict in-order delivery,
so

it suffers a kind of head-of-line blocking in

some situations. This is illustrated in Figure

5.3, where the 5 and 8 packet are lost, the receiver has to buffer the subsequent packets until
the retransmissions of pakets 5 and 8 a¡e received. In the mean time, no data can be sent to

the iSCSI layer. Also, Head-of-Line blocking results in unnecessary filling of the receiver's
transpon layer buffer.

SCTP can solve the head-of-line blocking problem of TCP. The multistreaming feature

of SCTP allows the splitting a single association (the SCTP term for connection) into logical
streams. SCTP thus separates and transmits packet on multiple streams. Because SCTP ensures in-order delivery only

within the same stream, this packet loss only affects the stream

by which it was delivered. We can see in Figure 5.3, packets 6, 7,and 10 were delivered to the
iSCSI target before packet 5. Thus packet 9 was delivered after packet 5 because they used
the same stream. Thereby using the multistreaming feature of SCTP can improve the data
transmission throughput under lossy network conditions.

5.3.2 Throughput

vs. Loss Rate

In my research, I simulated loss rates between 0To and 57o and used five streams per SCTP

as-

sociation. Figure 5.4 shows the performance results. As expected, SCTP can help improve the
iSCSI data throughput more than 20 percent. As the loss rate increases, iSCSI's performance
over SCTP is much better than its performance over TCP.

This is likely due to two factors and can be explained as follows.
Due to the Multistreaming of SCTP, some streams still can deliver packets to the iSCSI
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.

Parameter

Value

pathMaxRetrans-

5

initRtominRtomaxRto-

3 seconds

I second
60 seconds

Description
Path.Max.Retrans
the ln ial value for RTO
the m nimum time for a retransmission timer timeout
the maximum time for a retransmission timer timeout

Figure 5.5: Default value of parameters for failover system.
layer while other streams suffer from packet loss. Comparing to iSCSI over TCP, more buffers
are freed, and the chance of blocking at the receiver is lower. The iSCSI application would

therefor be able send data at a faster rate.
Due to the better congestion control mechanism of SCTP, the number of gap ACK blocks

allowed is much larger than that in TCP which is limited to reporting at most four lost TCP
segments. Increasing the cund in SCTP is based on the number of bytes acknowledged and

not on the number of acknowledgments received. This allows SCTP to recover faster after
fast retransmit. AIso when a sender has

I byte of space inr,he cwnd

and space available in its

receive window, it can send a full MTU of data.

5.4

Reliability

iSCSI over TCP is not fault tolerant. A communication path failure typically causes the connection to fail thus forcing the upper layer to recqver. The recovery delay may be not acceptable for IP storage applications. SCTP with multihomed nodes provides an automatic failover

mechanism which adds fault tolerance at the network layer. However the default values of
parameters (in RFC 2960) might cause a slightly longer path failure detection period.

In our experiment, the iSCSI initiator sent a single write command with a size of 5MB
over multihomed SCTP. Simulation results of the failover scheme are shown in Figures 5.6 to
5.9 and the path (1

-

4) in each fìgure is the primary path while the second path (2

-

5) is the

backup.

In an LAN environment (RTT = 2ms), the parameter, pathMaxRetrans-, is changed to 2
s8

o

o

9.

o

o

Figure 5.6: iSCSI over SCTP with Multihoming (a)

while initialRto- and minRto- are set to 50ms. As shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7, dala
is being delivered on the primary path (1

-

4) until the time of failure (0.026 second). After

that, the initiator retransmits data on the second path (2
be transmitted over the primary path (1

-

-

5) (Figure 5.8). New data will still

4) until another retransmission timeout occurs. At

that time, the primary path is marked unreachable and retransmissions and new transmissions

will

use the path (2

-

5) as the new primary path. The failover procedure is now complete.

Because TCP does not support multihoming, the experiments alone validates the fact that

SCTP with multihoming can be faster unless all paths fail around the same time. Based on the

network condition, carefully selecting the value of PathMaxRetrans- (Max number of consecutive RTOs) could speed up the path failure detection. Furthermore, with a multihomed node,
an SCTP sender maintains a separate congestion window for each path. SCTP's retransmis-

sion policy helps in increasing the throughput, since retransmissions are sent on one of the
active alternate paths.
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Figure 5.7: iSCSI over SCTP with Multihoming (b)
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Figure 5.9: iSCSI over SCTP with Multihoming (d)

5.5

Security

SCTP also provides additional security features over TCP and UDP. Thus, running iSCSI over
SCTP is more secure especially in open network environment.

Four-Way Handshake
During association establishment, SCTP uses a four-way handshake with the cookie mechanism as shown in Figure 5.10. The host B doesn't reserve any resources until the host A's
identity can be verified using

a cookie exchange mechanism, thus preventing the

possibility of

SYN flooding DoS attacks.
Further, SCTP does not allow

half -

closed, states.

After the maximum number of seconds

idle, an association is automatically closed.
Packet Validation
Each SCTP packet contains a verification tag field that is set when an association is setup.

All

packets are transmitted with the same verification tag through the lifetime of the association.

A packet received with an unexpected verification tag will be discarded.
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Figure 5.10: Protection against DoS attacks by four way handshake

5.6

Summary

iSCSI is message oriented and needs reliable transfer. iSCSI was initially designed to run
over TCP because TCP is a commonly used and well developed reliable transport protocol.
SCTP is a new standard message oriented reliable transport protocol. With the simulation
models described in chapter 4, the perforrnance of iSCSI over SCTP and iSCSI over TCP under different network environments has been evaluated . Comparing to iSCSI over TCP, iSCSI

over SCTP offers significant improvement to the performance under a lossy network environ-

ment. Additionally, our simulation results demonstrated that SCTP can provide some form of
fault tolerance for iSCSI against network path failures while this is impossible for TCP-based
implementations. Finally, iSCSI over SCTP is more secure in open network environment.
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Chapter

6

Related Work
Several studies have evaluated the performance of the iSCSI protocol under different scenar-

ios. Lu and Du

[3]

measured and compared the file-level access performance and concluded

that the advantages of iSCSI decreased as file size increases. Radkov et

al. [7]

compared

iSCSI and NFS along several dimensions such as protocol interactions, network latency and
sensitivity to different application workloads. The authors concluded that the former outperforms the latter by a factor of two or more for meta-data intensive workloads. Aiken et al.

[

]

performed high-level experiments and examined system throughput and concluded that the

iSCSI protocol can be severely limited by the implementation due to either inefficient handling of the underlying network, or to not using sufficient system resources to take advantage
of

a

network.
Zhang and Jin [25] proposed a modilìed SCTP protocol that can be used in wireless net-

works. Simulation demonstrated the feasibility and the performance of their modified SCTP
protocol is comparable to the original SCTP protocol. Jungmaier and Schopp [10] presented
an evaluation of the performance of SCTP in a WAN environment. They concluded that SCTP

is TCP-friendly and its introduction does not degrade the performance of existing protocols.

Also the impact of SCTP has been investigated for several upper layer protocols such as
HTTP [19], F-IP [12], and also over wireless [6] and satellite [2] networks. Using SCTP as a
transport layer protocol for iSCSI has not been investigated until now.
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With kernel level related studies, it is hard to tune the network parameters. In contrast,
my research focuses on analyzing the perfonnance of iSCSI over different transport layer
protocols using our iSCSI module simulated in ns2.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work

7.1

Conclusions

In my thesis, a simulation model for the iSCSI protocol was implemented in ns2 and it can
also be useful to other people who wish simulate iSCSI over a network. Using this iSCSI
model, the comparison of iSCSI over SCTP and iSCSI over TCP was presented. Although the
strengths of SCTP have been evaluated in other contexts, this is the first time it has been done

for the iSCSI protocol.
As shown in the simulation results, using SCTP's multistreaming feature limits the head-

of-line blocking present in TCP-based iSCSI and its multihoming feature makes it fault tolerant and resilient to network path failures as well.

iSCSI over SCTP outperforms iSCSI over TCP under a lossy environment. SCTP is better
suited as a transport layer for iSCSI. SCTP, sometimes referred to as next generation TCP,
may take over TCP in wide-area network environments in the future. Realistically, as a new
protocol, SCTP may take

a

long period of time and a large amount of effort to achieve maturity.

However, for applications such as SANs, iSCSI over SCTP offers a very viable alternative for

implementation and deployment.
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7.2

Future Work

The iSCSI model was implemented in ns2 2.30. When the new version of ns2 is released, the
iSCSi model should be tested and debugged to work with the latest ns2 version.
iSCSI Extensions for RDMA [iSER] tl

ll

t5l enables efficient data movement for iSCSI

using RDMA [20] technologies. The iSCSI model could be extended to incorporate the iSER

model. Furthermore, new models can be designed for use with other types of RDMA capable
layers such as iWARP over SCTP.

Finally, since SCTP's built-in failover mechanism is static. we might develop an adaptive
failover mechanism for SCTP which adapts to network conditions such as RTT, cwnd, packet
loss rates, etc.
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